The states with triangular and linear chain configurations of three a-clusters in C 12 are treated by the reaction matrix theory on the basis of a realistic nuclear force. Clustering dependence of G-matrix is found to be essential for clusterization. It also ·brings on a change of effective interaction between the two configurations, which has a role in reducing the excitation energy of the linear chain state. Its origin is mainly in the triplet even-state tensor force. § I. Introduction Clustering phenomena in nuclei are closely related to the saturation property of nuclei. The saturation property makes two phases comparable in. energy: the one where all nucleons are combined in one nucleus and the other where nucleons are separated in several smaller nuclei. Consequently, we :find at rather low excitation energy the states which seem to have cluster structure, and we also find in some cases the clustering feature in the· ground state. Thus, the mechanism which produces the saturation property is considered to influence the clustering phenomena too.
Clustering phenomena in nuclei are closely related to the saturation property of nuclei. The saturation property makes two phases comparable in. energy: the one where all nucleons are combined in one nucleus and the other where nucleons are separated in several smaller nuclei. Consequently, we :find at rather low excitation energy the states which seem to have cluster structure, and we also find in some cases the clustering feature in the· ground state. Thus, the mechanism which produces the saturation property is considered to influence the clustering phenomena too.
We have some knowledge of nuclear saturation, though it has not yet been thoroughly clarified even for infinite nuclear matter .. We must investigate how physical effects of nuclear saturation, which we have clarified to date, appear in clustering phenomena. Here we discuss the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction within nuclei. It is known that the effective. interaction changes, depending on the mass n1Jmber of nuclei due to many-body effects. For example, we cannot obtain proper saturation for nuclear matter if we use as the effective interaction the phase shifts of free two-nucleon scattering.
deus changes from shell phase to cluster phase. It will be especially distinct when a-clustering occurs, since the shielding of the tensor force is weak because of only four constituent nucleons. This can be said as some additional attractive interaction is induced by a-clustering, and this induced interaction enhances the a-clustering itself. Thus, a physical situation which assures the saturation property will produce here some. clustering-induced attraction. This is the subject in this paper and our previous paper 1 > (referred to as I). For this purpose, we proposed in I to use the Brueckner theory on the basis of the polycentre-shell model and made calculations for Be 8 nucleus. Clustering phenomena have many aspects which should themselves be investigated. Thus, we adopt model wave functions which are simple but include the clustering features essential for our aim, that is, the poly-centre-shell model wave functions. This was discussed in I regarding the applicability of the reaction matrix· theory.
We showed in· I that in the ground state band of Be 8 th~ effective illteraction becpmes more attractive as the distance betweel} two a-clu~te1·s becpm~s l~rger.
Such -a cbal1ge of the effective interaction itself should appear more generally, not only in one state as treated in I, but also between states with different configurations in a nucleus, for instance, the states with shell structure and with cluster structure. This feature of interdependence between the effective interaction and the structure of a state is characteristic of the l}Uclear system. In this paper we treat the triangular and the linear chain configurations of three aclusters in C we take L-configuration as a distinct contrast to the ground T-configuration. The T-and L-configurations should have small and· large clusterization, respectively. So the change of effective interaction between them will play an im..: portant role in lowering the excitation energy of the L~configuration. · This effect can then be considered an important element of "clustering correlation" or "fourbody correlation".
As the model wave functions of three a-clusters, we use the S·orbits around three points in • space corresponding to the configurations. 5 >. · From these, -we construct single particle wave functions by using geometrical symmetry or the Hartree-Fock condition. The parameters are the size of the a-clusters and the distance between them. Since these model wave functions include harmonic oscillator shell model wave functions in a limit of parameters, we can describe the degree of. clustering by these parameters. ·For each value of parameters we calculate the reaction matrices and single particle energies self-consistently. Thus, we can obtain the energy surface for parameters, which includes the ·effect of clustering dependence of the effective interaction (reaction matrix) . · Our method is formulated in § 2 and the calculated results are discussed in § 3. 
2-1 Triangular configuration
We take the triangular configuration of three a-clusters (shown in Fig. 1 ) as the intrinsic wave function of the ground state of C 12 •
The s-orbit around the centre of each a-cluster is occupied by 2 protons and 2 neutrons. They are written as
where ci (shown in Fig. 1 
where .d=e-o and iJ=d (
Equations ( 
where A (R) and B (R) are defined by and 
¢a (r) = {2 (1 + v1) }-112 {ay (r) + {1y (r)},
where a (r) and /1 (r) are defined by ao (r) = { 3 ( 1 + 2 .Js;s) }-1;2 {¢<23) + ¢<31) + ¢<12)},
In the limit d~o, ¢n (r) tends to (Os) for n = 1, (Op) for n = 2, 3, (1s, Od) for n = 4r-v6 and (1p, Of) for n = 7, in h.o. wave functions. In order to solve the reaction matrix equation, we expand the relative wave functions ¢n (r) in partial waves, using the expansion
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where g (z) = Jn/2z IHl/2 (z). ¢1, ¢4, ¢5, ¢6 and ¢2, ¢s, ¢ 7 include even and odd l waves, respectively. ¢ 5 and ¢ 6 are found to have higher than d waves only and ¢ 7 higher than f waves only.
Using the inverse relations of Eqs. (2 · 5), (2 · 6), (2 · 8) and (2 · 9) we express Xi (r 1 ) XJ (r 2 ) in terms of (/) N (R) and ¢n (r), and then expand the latter in partial waves. The resultant expressions are shown in the Appendix. There appear eight kinds of s:wave functions, ~o<n) (r). The reaction matrix equation is solved for each unperturbed wave function ~ (r).
2-2 Linear chain configuration by
The model wave function in this case is the Slater determinant of (/)i (r) given
(2 ·12)
The orthonormal single particle wave functions Xi (r) are not determined Orthogonality of X 1 and X 3 imposes the condition (2 ·14) x~, X 2 and Xa ten·d to the (Os), (Op) and (Os, 1d) states, respectively, of the h.o. shell model in the limit d~o, so far as o<e1 <rrl2. The parameter () 1 (8 3 ) is determined later by the H-F condition
Now we transform the pair wave functions Xi (r1) Xj (r2) into the c.m. and relative coordinates. From 'Pi (r1) lf'j (r 2 ) there appear five independent basis functions for each R and r, which are
There is arbitrariness in co;nstructing orthonormal sets from ([)<±N) and ¢/±n), .so we adopt a simple way of conserving parity. The results are
In the limit d~o, 
2-3 Reaction matrix and single particle energy
The reaction matrix G is solved for each ~ (r) defined m the Appendix by the equation
where Q is the Pauli projection operator, ei is the single particle energy of the state Xi which is determined self-consistently and Ti is the kinetic energy operator. It has been shown 12 ) in the case of nuclear matter that single particle potenta! energy in off-energy-shell propagation is negligibly small. This fact is related to three-body correlation which decreases by taking into account all order diagrams for the singular two-body force. Though numerical calculations of three-body correlation have not yet been published for :finite nuclei, the situation will be the same as in nuclear matter because the above-mentioned result is concerned mainly with high momentum correlations. Therefore, we take single particle potential energy at virtual state to be zero. 13 ) We solve Eq. (2 ·19) in two steps, :first omitting Pauli operator Q and then taking it into account. The method of calculation is the same as explained in I. Approximation in our calculation is only in the over-estimate of the contribution of one particle jump. The G matrix depends on single particle states i and j and c.m. quantum state N through the starting energy. It will be found that the starting energy plays an important role in inducing some changes in the reaction matrices depending on clusterization.
Single particle potential energies are given by G as follows:
(2. 20)
Single particle energies are expressed by
Si thus obtained should equal the values put in Eq. (2 ·19) . Computations are performed until this self-consistency requirement is satisfied. In the case of Lcon:figuration, an additional condition Eq. (2 ·15) is necessary in order to determine the parameter el (8s). Four quantities, Ci and eh are, therefore, to be determined self-consistently in this case, while two, e 1 and e 2 ( = s 3 ) , are to be determined self-consistently in the case of T-con:figuration. Thus, tatal energy is given by
in which the zero point oscillation energy of the total system is subtracted m the last term. § 3. Results and discussion
We adopt OPEG potential 6 ) (with one-pion-exchange tail and gaussian soft core) as a realistic nuclear force. This force gives about -22 MeV at b = 1.4 fm for the binding energy Ba of an a-particle
m which the subtracted term corresponds to the zero point oscillation energies of the a-clusters. We take only relative s-waves in the computations here, because the odd state contributions are rather small, and our aim is to show the importance of clustering dependence of effective interaction in an even state of relative angular momentum.
In Fig. 6 . In T-configuration, the energy minimum is found at d = 0, if we use artificially the same G-matrix for all values of d. This means that without the d-dependent G-matrix T-configuration would have no clusterization. This situation occurs usually when we use simple phenomenological interactions without strong odd-state repulsion. Our results show that the effective interaction is generally more attractive as the clustering becomes more noticeable with larger values of d. In other words, clusterization makes the effective interaction more favourable to clusterization. In the case of L-configuration, we see in Fig. 6 . that there remains stable clustering even if the d~dependence of the G-matrix is ignored. This is due to the strong effect of the Pauli principle.
>
In order to find the difference of the effective interaction between T-and L-configurations, we measure in Fig. 6 the total energies from the dashed curves which were obtained by use of the same G-matrix. Energy differences from the dashed lines are about 11 MeV at the energy minimum for T-configuration, but only about 5 MeV at the energy minimum for L-configuration. This means that the effective interaction is more attractive in L-than in T-configuration, and this configuration dependence makes the excitation energy of the L-state from the ground state, i.e. the T-state, about 6 MeV lower than that obtained without this effect.
The above discussion is a generalization. Actually, G-matrices; even for a fixed value of d, depend in a complicated way on the st~tes of the two interacting nucleons. In Fig. 7 are shown the ratios of the matrix elements (XiXjiGTsiXiX) to those calculated by use of the G-matrix at d = oo, which are used to obtain the dashed curves in Fig. 6 . We find that T=O, S=1 matrix elements change markedly with d, while T = 1, S = 0 change only slightly. This originates from the tensor 0.9 0.8
,.
potential energy in our calculation.
force in the triplet even state. It is seen from Figs. 4 and 7 that renormalizations of the tensor force to the central part depend-on the changes of single particle energies c:/s and on the existence of levels to be rejected by the Pauli principle. Thus we can say that the 3 E-tensor force is mainly responsible for the clustering dependence of the effective interactions, which enhances clustering itself as a whole.
The a hove results should be thought in a qualitative and not a quantitative sense, since the binding energy of an a-particle is deficient by about 10% of the § 4. Conclusions
We have shown in this paper that i) there exists a "clustering dependence of effective interaction" which enhances clustering itself (this may be regarded as clustering-induced attraction), ii) it has a decisive role in bringing about some clusterization for the ground T-confi.guration of C 12 , iii) it makes the effective interaction more attractive in the excited L-configuration than in the ground T-configuration and, as the result, reduces the excitation energy of the L-state, iv) it appears most markedly in the triplet even state and is understood as originating from a strong tensor force. These results may give a theoretical foundation to cluster structure in light nuclei from the view-point of the effective interaction. We have adopted simple model wave functions here. Many effects such as polarization of a-clusters, 8 ) l· s splitting,9l and so on, must be taken into consideration in order to give realistic results. Still then, clustering dependence of the effective interaction will play an important role. and n=5r... /8, where p(n) =2 for n=1, 2, 5, 6 and 1 for n=3, 4, 7, 8. Other than s-waves are omitted in the above expressions.
The expressions in the case of L-configuration are more complicated and are not written here explicitly.
